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Early One Evening 

 
Joe Douglas 2020       Developed from “Early One Morning” in “The English Folk Singer” by Sam Richards and Tish Stubbs (1979) 

 

4 / 4 Time: Intro [G] [D] [A] [D]  Tune: Early One Morning, Just as the sun was rising. 

 

[D] Early one ev-en-ing, just [G] as the sun was [A] setting, [A7] 
[D] A hiker came from the fells on an, [G] ancient [A] mountain [D] track, 
He’d [A] seen the pub sign [D] from a-far, [A] walked into the cosy [D] bar, 
[D] “Landlord please pull [G] me a pint and [D] then I’ll [A] order [D] food. 
 

I [D] fancy some home baked bread round [G] slices of good [A] English [A7] beef,  
[D] Fresh butter from the churn and [G] pickled [A] onions [D] too.  

[A] Taken with fine ale [D] from the wood, the [A] best bitter [D] would good, 
[D] Then I'll be con-[G]-tent to sit and [D] sip a [A] pint or [D] two.  
 

[D] I'll sit by your fine log fire and [G] ponder on the [A] in-fi-[A7]-nite.  
[D] The quiet of your country pub will [G] seep in-[A]-to my [D] heart.  
[A] And if a [D] local lad’s [A] conversation [D] makes me glad, 
[D] Then perhaps we’ll [G] pass the time with a [D] couple [A] of games of [D] darts. 

 

 

 

 

   

[D] Welcome, said the landlord, I've got [G] pre-packed fish-paste [A] sandwiches, [A7] 
[D] Tasty instant sausages, I [G] buy them [A] by the [D] ton.  
[A] If they are what you [D] crave, I’ll [A] slap them in the [D] microwave,  
[D] And serve them up with [G] ketchup in some [D] super-[A]-market [D] buns.  
 

[D] I'll serve you a plastic pint of [G] classic English [A] Reddi-[A7]-brew,  
[D] As advertised on telly by a [G] famous [A] rugby [D] scrum.  
[A] No dirty [D] barrels here, we [A] only serve hy-[D]-gienic beer,  
[D] Sanitized and [G] paralysed in-[D]-side it’s [A] alloy [D] drum.  
 

[D] Sit down by the fireside, I'll [G] switch the logs on [A] present-[A7]-ly.  
[D] How about a challenging game of pool or [G] else the [A] fruit mach-[D]-ine'?  
[A] Three cherries [D] in a row, [A] they'll set your [D] heart a-glow,  
[D] How about some [G] heavy rock to [D] really [A] set the [D] scene?  
 

[D] The hiker sat down beside the [G] moulded plastic [A] ingle-[A7]-nook.  
[D] The matching beams were jumping to an [G] elec-[A]-tronic [D] roar.  
He [A] started to [D] bite and chew, [A] took a sip of [D] Reddibrew,  
[D] Gave a ghastly [G] gurgle and fell [D] dead up-[A]-on the [D] floor.  
 

[D] “Oh dear!” sighed the landlord as he [G] switched his colour [A] tele [A7] on,  
[D] “Another fatal accident, the [G] third this [A] week I [D] fear.  
[A] “If they can't [D] hold their own [A] why don't they [D] stay at home?  
[D] I must say “We [G] get some very [D] funny [A] folk in [D] here.” 
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